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Abstract: A modern composition of industrial and utility enterprises, intended for placement in the modern structure of large urban formations, is considered in the study. By the example of the planning design of a large urban territory of Moscow, a set of unresolved problematic issues characteristic of modern urban planning practices associated with the unsatisfactory architectural, planning and transport organization of public utilities in relation to public residential areas of the city is revealed. A fundamentally new methodical approach to the design of urban utility enterprises based on the formation of cooperative industrial and utility complexes as part of groups of specialized low-waste modular-type enterprises intended for system placement in the structure of developing cities is proposed. Subject of study: the problems of planning design of modern urban development and urban facilities for industrial and utility purposes. Results: a number of problems are identified in the system of industrial and utility facilities of large urban formations in Russia; a number of architectural and urban planning measures, potentially leading to the improvement of the functioning of the system of such objects, are proposed; a model of the functional design of an interdistrict industrial and utility complex (IIUC) of a new type is proposed as part of a number of technologically-connected industrial facilities and a system of economic interrelations with designated territories of the supported residential development of the city.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, the development of large cities in Russia is largely acquiring an extensive nature due to the expansion of the boundaries of built-up areas, and the increasing complexity of the functional planning design of urban structures [1]. The trend in the urban space development is due to the intensification of the development of residential, social, business, recreational, commercial, and transport objects while at the same time reducing the development rates of the industrial potential of the city. Therewith, a modern scheme of functional zoning of the city is being formed, where its industrial and utility areas remain within their historically established borders with the increase in territory, density and relative remoteness of public residential buildings, the length and complexity of transport communications. Large cities with a million-plus population, such as Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Ekaterinburg, can serve as the examples of such an imbalance [1]-[4].

II. METHODS

The industrial and utility complex of a modern large city has a sophisticated structure and is formed, as a rule, in the following three groups of specialized facilities:

- enterprises of the heat and power complex (thermal power stations, RTSs, city and regional electric substations);
- water supply and sanitation complex (sewage treatment plants, main network facilities);
- a complex of repair and construction, storage, road maintenance and sanitary facilities of the city.

The first two groups of enterprises are characterized by a relatively independent ordered settlement scheme of placement in the territorial structure of the city, using off-street overhead or underground engineering communications systems.

The third group is represented by urban utilities of various functional and departmental affiliations. These enterprises are directly related to the maintenance of residential and public areas of the city, objects of road and transport communications. First of all, these include: road repair enterprises; asphalt-concrete and mortar-concrete units; enterprises and warehouses for processing construction and demolition waste; city bases and warehouses of construction and inert materials; snow-melting points and storage bases for anti-icing materials; enterprises for sanitary cleaning of the city (waste incineration and recycling plants, waste disposal stations); bases for storage and repair of transport utility equipment; urban construction industry enterprises.

In contrast to the first two groups, these enterprises are characterized by a significant annual volume of processed materials, intensive freight traffic, the use of only land-based freight and large-capacity technological vehicles. Only within the boundaries of the territory of Moscow, the annual transportation volumes of solid household waste exceed 5 million tons, and the transportation volumes of nonmetallic (raw materials) building materials,
construction and demolition waste, industrial waste amount to tens of millions of tons. In this regard, the listed objects require a fundamentally thought-out systematic approach to the design and placement in the structure of the city. In essence, they should be satellite enterprises of most of its territorial-planning formations.

In this regard, an analysis of the example of Moscow and other large cities shows a violation of the principle of balanced development of the abovementioned industrial and utility facilities of the third group. On the one hand, according to their functional purpose, they should be directly related to specific objects of development and maintenance of the city, represented, as a rule, by socially-residential areas, with appropriate maintenance of environmental quality and sanitary-ecological living conditions. On the other hand, the modern structure of these enterprises is characterized by the absence of a geographically orderly system placement in relation to the main service areas, without a clear link to the existing and, especially, to the prospectively developing peripheral structures of the city. This imbalance is aggravated by the lack of geographically thought-out cooperative links between individual functional units of the economic complex, an underestimation of the use of low-waste energy-saving technologies, the use of outdated open methods of processing and storing raw materials and equipment.

### III. RESULTS ANALYSIS

The dispersion and remoteness of enterprises of the third group from specific service areas, in the context of objectively increasing industrial needs of the city, causes a sharp increase in the intensity of intra-urban and non-urban road traffic for the transportation of materials and waste. This exacerbates the complicated problems related to the load relief of the overloaded intracity and exit transport routes, contributes to the sustainable deterioration of the ecological situation of the city.

Fig. 1 shows a typical operating model of the planning design of urban utility facilities for the collection, transportation, processing and removal of solid household waste (SHW) outside Moscow to the landfill by the example of the North-East Administrative District (NEAD), Moscow, in a conventional form. This district is one of the largest in terms of its territory (about 100 sq. km), the number of the resident population (more than 1.2 million people), the density of buildings and the volumes of solid waste accumulated (about 500 thousand tons of SHW per year).

![Fig. 1. Planning Organization Scheme For Urban Utility Facilities (By The Example Of The NEAD, Moscow) For Collecting, Transporting, Processing And Exporting Solid Waste To Landfill (An Example Of The Lack Of Mutual Coordination In The Location Of Urban Public Utilities And The Main Arrays Of Community Housing)](image-url)
planning locatation of the main industrial waste recycling facilities and the number and degree of remoteness of large arrays of community housing units with MSW collection sites. Moreover, the extreme irrationality and excessive length of transport cargo flows on the delivery of waste for recycling with the subsequent removal of solid waste or residues from their processing outside the city to landfill sites is obvious [9]. At the same time, only intracity daily large-capacity transport routes associated with the transportation of waste in the complex street-road network of the district make up tens of kilometers, which contributes to sustainable air pollution and contradicts the main goal of public utilities – maintaining the necessary sanitary condition of the urban environment [10]-[13].

Similar deficiencies are characteristic of the geographical location and functioning of most of the others of the above listed municipal facilities of the district.

This suggests that the existing structure and territorial organization of industrial and utility enterprises of the third group currently do not closely correspond to the complex urban situation of the city of Moscow, and are even less adapted to the conditions of the planned active reorganization of urban industrial zones, the rational use of their territories and citywide transport communication links [14].

It should be noted that the model presented in Fig. 1 shows that SHW processing facilities are provided for placement only as part of two of the 29 industrial zones of the North-Eastern District, which dramatically worsens the conditions of accessibility for daily sanitary maintenance of territories.

In accordance with the State Program for the Development of the City of Moscow in the Area of Urban Planning Policy, it is planned to carry out comprehensive work on the reorganization and development of the city’s territories, including industrial and utility territories [15]-[17]. At present, the relevant design works are being carried out at an intensive pace, the purpose of which is to find additional reserves for the development of the city, to optimize the use of territories, in some cases, their functional orientation, and to reduce the boundaries of occupied areas. As practice shows, such works, in some cases, are carried out without taking into account the integrated development of utility facilities [2], [5].

In this regard, it is fundamentally important to actively include in the terms of reference the complexes of municipal enterprises, balanced in composition and size of the territories supported.

Another milestone in the preparation of projects for the reorganization of industrial zones is the maximum preservation of existing railway inputs for their effective use when locating newly formed complexes of utilities. This would dramatically reduce the volume of intracity traffic for the delivery of raw materials and removal of waste, would reduce the traffic load on the intracity highway and would contribute to the sustainable improvement of the ecological situation in the city.

The analysis shows that, to date, in Russia and abroad, for certain types of urban enterprises for industrial and utility facilities, positive experience in designing and construction has been gained with the use of high-tech and architecturally expressive solutions. The examples are the individual objects of mechanized warehouse structures of closed type for the storage and handling of nonmetallic materials for placement in the conditions of the city; compact and compositionally expressive constructions of plants and installations for the production of asphalt concrete and concrete mixes; integrated storage and maintenance of cleaning and garbage vehicles, solved in the volume of a single interlocked building: new incineration and recycling plants providing high architectural and sanitary-ecological quality of the solutions used; mobile complexes for the processing of construction waste, worn-out vehicles, etc.

However, in domestic practice, some successful design solutions, as a rule, do not provide for compact joint and, especially, cooperative placement of the listed objects, which is a necessary condition given the current shortage of free urban areas and the intensification of industrial programs [18].

It is obvious that it is expedient to associate the new stage of designing urban utility facilities with the formation of a system of local cooperative interdistrict industrial and utility complexes (IIOC – the authors’ abbreviation) in the form of groups of unified utility facilities intended for reuse, designed for short radii of transport service within limited territorial planning formations of the city.

A prerequisite should be the use of high-tech, resource-saving technologies with minimal waste disposal, deep integrated processing of raw materials and construction waste, cooperative engineering support, as well as functional interspecific cooperation of facilities for industrial programs. At its core, such interdistrict complex should form geographically accessible and sustainable centers for the application of social labor [19], [20].

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the model of the recommended functional organization of the IIOC of a new type as part of a number of technologically-connected industrial facilities and a system of economic interconnections with the assigned territories of the supported urban residential utility development.
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Fig. 2. Model Of A New Functional-Planning Management Of The Objects Of The Intra-Regional Production And Utility Complex Associated With The Settlement-Fixed Territorial And Public Residential Development Of Large Cities

As an example, the IIUC is presented in the structure of nine construction and technological conversions. The operation of the complex is based on the organization of a flexible autonomous power supply, which is ensured by introduction into its structure of an independent facility – an energy gas turbine plant with a distribution electric substation, which is complemented by a highly environmentally friendly building and technological module of the incinerator (I) with SHW pre-sorting. This module, due to its year-round operating cycle, is an additional source of electricity production and process steam required for the operation of related IIUC facilities, for example, an asphalt mini-plant and concrete products production plant module. In winter, secondary heat and energy resources of I should be used for technological needs of another related construction and technology module – a snow-melting point (SMP), which as part of the new interdistrict complex (IIUC) becomes geographically independent of the city-wide main sewers and as such it can serve any settlement-based area of the city at the location of the main IIUC [21].

Another important functionally related element of the IIUC can be a module for accommodating road repair and harvesting equipment in a compact and multi-tiered version, which, as shown in Fig. 2, comprehensively serves all the technological redistribution of the IIUC, as well as all types of transport freight traffic within the boundaries of the served public-residential zone of the city.

An indispensable functional element of the IIUC should be a highly mechanized complex warehouse of nonmetallic raw materials and secondary materials from the processing of construction and SHW waste, for which the use of multispan closed highly mechanized storage facilities is environmentally sound. As can be seen from the model in Fig. 2, this integrated resource-saving warehouse complex with extremely short leverage can fully ensure uninterrupted operation of the majority of production modules of the repair and construction and road designation as part of the placed IIUC. Of course, the actual composition of the IIUC objects and its planning organization will largely be determined and calculated depending on the composition and type of the specific territorial-planning formation of the city (as an object of industrial and utility service).

IV. CONCLUSION

In general, the outlined areas predetermine a new topical area in conducting targeted integrated design and experimental studies to improve architectural and typological solutions of facilities that are part of the proposed IIUC.

This problem is basically interdepartmental in nature; accordingly, its solution requires joint efforts of specialists from a number of areas: technologists, planners, architects, designers, economists, sanitary doctors, and environmentalists [22].

The purpose of the research should be the development of rational architectural and construction solutions for buildings and structures based
on the principles of single-level and vertical blocking, the formation of universal building-technological modules for the conditions of their parallel deployment in various parts and areas of the city, the application of low-waste high-ecological technologies and equipment ensuring minimal borders sanitary protection zones [23, 24].

The implementation of these studies will reflect a fundamentally new methodological approach in the design of urban residential and industrial-utility areas, united by a single approach in the system placement of IUUC intended for wide use within the existing and future urban development, including within the boundaries of urban industrial zones that are reorganized or planned for liquidation. The proposed approach currently is of special relevance not only for Moscow and the Moscow Region but also for the development of a number of large cities in Russia.
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